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Abstract: As smartphone is no longer luxury in China, mobile social media become 

part of daily life for netizen in China. Douyin ranks very high for mobile social media 

users in China. More and more ordinary persons use Douyin app for entertainment in 

their leisure time. Government organizations use it as an alternative to distribute 

information; companies use it as a means for marketing communications. Douyin can 

be a more convenient and accessible tool for culture diffusion and education in China. 

In order to cater to netizen’s taste and communicate effectively, persuasion arts is 

very important and necessary. 
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1. Development 

Currently, Social media in China is experiencing impressive growth. Handheld devices 

play an important role in the daily life and also have a profound influence on ordinary 

life, politics, economy, and culture. For majority of Internet users, mobile devices 

become the first choice to get online in China. Consequently mobile phone apps grow 

dramatically. Mobile social media have become the most popular and convenient social 

tools marketing means. According to the 42th Statistical Report on Internet 

Development in China, by June 2018, the number of Chinese netizens reached 802 

million, mobile Internet users reached 788million, and the percentage of Internet 

surfing via mobile was as high as 98.3% [1]. Chinese prefer mobile devices for surfing 

the Internet for entertainment and online purchases owing to its convenience. 

As a mobile social media, Douyin has become part of ordinary life for most young 

generations as well as some elders. For an increasing number of people in China, using 

Douyin has become an everyday experience. Most users of Douyin app are born in a 

peaceful period and grew up in the digital age. As a music short video app, Douyin 

caters to youngers’ taste and hurried lifestyle. So it attracts dramatic users since its 

launch in late 2016. By June 12th, 2018, Douyin has attracted 166 million active users, 
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with the majority aged below 30, announced by Beijing ByteDance Technology [2]. 

Douyin users spend an average of 12.6 hours on a monthly basis. Douyin has been 

on top of the downloading chart at the China iOS Store for months. Short video 

accounted for 7.4% of the total time Chinese people spent online in May [3]. As an 

innovative mobile application, Douyin is installed on over 90% of smartphones and 

integrated into most young person’s routines. 

They enjoy the online activities of surfing, searching, and shopping. This new social 

media technology’s main market is cities, especially first-and-second-tier cities at first. 

Douyin has also reached rural areas. As personal computers and especially mobile 

phones are no longer luxuries, rural residents can easily access the internet at home. 

The younger generation of peasants is fond of using Douyin in their leisure time, 

listening to music, watching videos, commenting on Videos, uploading short video or 

forwarding video. 

Douyin is kind of Internet-based application that builds on the ideological and 

technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allows the creation and exchange of 

User Generated Content. As short vedio sharing app, Douyin generate a virtual 

communities, which allow users to post and view video content. According to uses and 

gratifications theory, people use it for a variety of reasons, including entertainment, 

social interaction, personal identity, information, and empowerment. 

China's Tencent has built an entertainment empire, but it’s ambition is challenged by 

Douyin. As more person start to use Douyin and spend more time on Douyin, their 

attention is diverted away from WeChat. ByteDance and Tencent filed several lawsuits 

against each other for defamation and unfair competition. China's Internet giants are 

all tapping short-form video to capture young users, which indicates the success of 

short video app as well as the intense competition. According to industry research, 

video sharing is a growing category of time spent online by Chinese. 

Douyin provides easy-to-use interactive platform, which requires minimum IT skills. 

Douyin provides a fool-type operation; its content production mechanism is quite 

simple for users. Douyin uses artificial intelligence-based software to analyze online 

trends and edit related clips. The success of the Douyin comes from its content 

production mechanism and recommendation mechanism. It is completely open to 

everyone. Users can edit, publish and comment on videos that are publicly readable 

by everyone.  

 
2. For Ordinary Netizens: Entertainment 

According to use and gratification theory, users use this app to meet all kinds of needs, 

most important, to amuse themselves, spend the leisure time, release pressure and 

relax. The video content is about entertainment, news, celebrities, friends and social 
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interaction in general, the public relies on Douyin for daily life including online sing, 

news reading, product information searching, many other services and forms of 

entertainment. 70,000 Douyin users once raced to make humorous dance moves to 

the Seaweed Dance song, which inspired countless Internet memes and offline 

dancing contests in China. The trick to success is the role and function of Douyin, 

that’s kind of means of social intercourse. Modern netizens tend to share information 

with others, express opinions on things and want to get others response rapidly or 

rather, instantly. As a participative, interactive, open, and transparent music app, 

Douyin has enabled new ways of information transmission, interpersonal 

communication, and social participation.  

 
3. For Companies: Marketing 

But Douyin is also used by companies for advertisement and marketing. The digital 

generation is and will continue to be an important consumption force. Douyin can be 

used as a marketing tool owing to its popularity among young digital generations. 

Given the popularity of Douyin, many companies have used it as a means for 

marketing communications. More and more companies are using Douyin app to 

promote and popularize their products and services, to collect positive and negative 

information about their products and services and to engage with their target audience. 

Promotion via Douyin improves their brands’ awareness and market share. Advertisers 

such as automobile companies and gaming studios pay to work with music producers 

on related promotional songs that are shared across the app. Some music producers 

can earn millions of yuan a year by making videos for Douyin.  

The number of fans is an important indicator to test whether a social media user has 

received much attention. Celebrities and Web stars have a tremendous amount of fans 

and followers on Douiyin platforms. Celebrities include singers, movie stars, writers, 

and sports stars. Most of them are opinion leaders. Perhaps they don’t upload many 

videos, yet, almost  every  comment and  tweet  they  post  may  be  reposted  or  

retweeted  by numerous fans. So, they have huge influence on topics they choose. 

Web stars contribute a lot to online communities’ hot topics and enrich the public’s 

leisure life, their influence is less than celebrities. Even in some conditions they may 

exert quite opposite influence. Another kind of important consumers is Pundits or 

experts. They are authoritative in a specific field and give advice for netizens, so they 

have great influence on purchase decisions for those netizens who trust them. They 

are  the  key  opinion  leaders  and  the main  contributors  of  word-of-mouth in the 

digital era[4]. 

It is crucial to run a social media campaign to engage with digital consumers and 

accelerate brand awareness, which ultimately increases sales in the digital age. We 
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should take notice that there is large income gap between rural and urban areas in 

China. The imbalance of economic development has led to the existence of different 

user information behavior between cities and countryside. When we advertise or 

promote, we should take it into consideration. 

 
4. For Government Organizations: Information 

The government has discovered social media’ popularity and power and is using them 

to enhance its claims to legitimacy, to adapt policy, especially to make direct 

propaganda efforts based on online public opinion.  

Chinese government and organizations tends to neglect the interactive functions of 

social media and use social media as a one-way information dissemination channel. 

They might have made strategic choice to do like this. What they values most is not 

interactive functions but information dissemination function. They take advantage of 

social media’ fast and convenient broadcasting function to make themselves heard. 

In order to communicate effectively with netizens who are fond of using slang and 
emoji, some organizations make strategic choice to use the same language on social 
media to cater to their targets of communication, build credibility, and fit into the 
community.  

 
5. Culture Diffusion 

Douyin can be a more convenient and accessible tool for culture diffusion and 

education in China. For example, the public can acquire useful health information 

searching and browsing Douyin. So, it’s an alternative to integrate Douyin into the 

ideal education model, such as health education and traditional culture and popular 

culture education. 

Whether and how this trend would affect the diffusion of culture among the general 

public remains to be observed. This study predicts an increase in culture information 

acquisition via new media and suggests that passive acquisition through virtual 

community was an important medium for most netizen. Sometimes we acquire useful 

information when we surfs aimlessly, consequently, passive acquisition is more 

frequent than active acquisition when we using social media, including Douyin. Culture 

information acquisition via Douyin is more convenient, timely, and cost-effective. 

Furthermore, the technical development of big data and the Internet allow individuals 

to access and track kind of information they like and customize on-demand information. 

An increase in culture knowledge via Douyin information acquisition develops netizen’s 

personal knowledge-bank. Douyin can be used as an useful and entertaining pathway 

for culture information acquisition. Therefore, autonomous culture education via 

Douyin is a useful tool to address the current shortcomings in culture education. New 

media can be the most accepted pleasant and relaxed education channels.  
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